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Baltimore (stock picker) -- Major market indices have leveled off this morning as analysts across the country digest how estimates from GDP to employment and consumption are piring up. Overall, most experts expect a gradual increase this morning - and so far, the number has fallen below Wall Street's expectations. They can bet that traders are paying attention to position themselves before the up-and-
come Memorial Day market weekend. More importantly, it is sure to create attractive trading opportunities for some of Wall Street's biggest stocks. We're looking at five more must-see charts this week to take advantage of. Related: Does technical trading really work? And according to some sources, skilled technology traders can benefit as much as 90% of the time in the bank. Here's a look at some
tycoon stocks that are now telling important technical stories. Coca-Cola is the official beginning of the summer just a month later, and many people around the world can bet reaching for Coke to fight the heat. It's hardly a reasonable trading catalyst, but the mass shows that traders are certainly looking at Coca-Cola (KO) shares - nevertheless, you'll get a report this week. And they should be solid if/then
trading set in stocks. Simply put, if/then trading is a setting that provides two trading options that depend on stocks that violate technically significant levels. In the case of Coke, when stocks are integrated within a tight range, breakouts above resistance cause buy signals, whereas cracks under support cause short signals. It's notable that Coke saw some big whips in the past that appeared to let you know
the breakout in either direction just to close within the horizontal channel. Therefore, it is especially important to wait for confirmation before trading this stock. Its confirmation comes close to external support or resistance, followed by an open that meets the same criteria. A big bet on Coca-Cola comes again from Warren Buffett, where Berkshire Hathaway held a 200 million share position in the first
quarter. With 24.8% of Berkshire's portfolio, Coke is the largest holding. Coke, one of The Street Ratings' top-rated beverage stocks, is one of 20 top yield food and beverage inventories. Pfizer 2011 has already turned out to be a strong year for pharmaceutical giant Pfizer (PFE) - Get Report is one of the 20 highest yield pharmaceutical stocks. Stocks in pharmaceutical stocks of 164 billion U.S. dollars are
rebounding moreS&amp;P 500's 18% year-on-year profit. Now, traders who want to ride this trend with integrated stocks around support may be in the store for a more upward look. Pfizer has been trading on a relatively tight upward channel in recent months, and stocks are somely constrained by dynamic support and resistance levels. These levels give us some reliable insight into the high probability
range of stocks. With an excess of supply over the channel and less demand, bounces in the channel are much more likely than other breaks. As a result, accumulating positions to bring stocks closer to support is a low-risk scenario. Still, low risk is not the same as lacking risk. After all, the trend line will eventually fail. To cope with that factor, you will have to wait for the actual bounce of its rising support
level before going long. The bounce is a confirmation that Pfizer's price floor is holding up. At the secondary support level at the 50-day moving average, the possibility of a bounce looks strong. If you decided to make this deal, consider suspending protection just below the previous important trough of stocks at 19.50 dollars. Pfizer, David Tepper's top holding on Apartha Management, is 7.4% of the total
portfolio, Lee Ainsley's Maverick Capital is 4.5% of the total, and is on the list of nine Dow shares, which are likely to outperform recent Dow shares. Sprint's big rival remains caught up in the mix of well-known rivals and integrations, but Sprint(S) shares - Get Report is currently in breakout mode after the rising triangle setup was completed last weekend. Sprint breakouts have recently attracted traders'
attention as volume has increased in the 15 percent run of the stock price since last week. However, the stock may still be in breakout mode, but the buyer should be careful as the stock approaches its minimum measurement target. The measurement objective provides a reasonable upside target to the trader based on the specifications of the pattern leading up to the breakout. As Sprint approaches its
minimum measurement target, investors are likely to start encountering some resistance as they take profits and shorts become more enthusiastic. Needless to say, I certainly wouldn't recommend shorting a sprint now. The measurement goal is the minimum upside goal. Therefore, sprints are very likely to continue to move higher. Perhaps there will be some consolidation as investors digest profits and
consider the next move. If you want to be a Sprint buyer, wait for a more conclusive buy signal. In the first quarter, David Einhoun's Greenlight Capital maintained a stock position of 55.9 million shares in sprints and appears in the recent list of the top five stocks on Credit Suisse's focus list. AT&amp;T on a one-by-one sprint competitor AT&amp;T(T) - Get Report has enjoyed the results of its own big moves
after announcing the acquisition of T-Mobile USA from its German parent company for a cash and stock transaction (awaiting approval) of USD 39 billion.Stocks have risen considerably in recent months and the outdal setting of bear market conditions suggests that investors may soon return some of their profits. This is because AT&amp;T, one of TheStreet Ratings' top-rated telecommunications stocks,
now shows a downward triangle setup (opposite the pattern that spurred the sprint rally). A break of less than 31 dollars is a short sell signal. However, the DOWN TRIANGLE of AT&amp;T is quite shallow, so the measurement target is similar, and support at 30 dollars is more likely to make stocks less likely to see a catastrophic decline, but it is worth paying attention to for short-term traders. If you decide
to take this trade, keep the protection stopped just above the pattern at .31.50.AT&amp;T A big bet comes from Bruce Berkowitz's Fairholm Capital and still holds more than 640,000 shares despite reducing positions by more than 90% in the first quarter. iShares Silver Trust up this week is prestige from last week's must-see chart column: iShares Silver Trust ETF (SLV) - Get a report. Last week the theme
was trading commodity recovery, but that's exactly what happened with SLV. As the easiest way to get exposure to physical silver, SLV had the distinction that it is one of the most famous foreign exchange trading funds of the past few months. Most notable was the 30% decline in funds, and many traders wondered if it makes sense to reduce losses. Related: 5 When a stock ready to rebound in silver
mining stocks gained support at 32 dollars, I said it might be a good opportunity to add to the position at a lower cost - and indeed, SLV held support at that level and bounced higher. With stock prices rising nearly 7% from last week's price and rapidly approaching resistance at the 50-day moving average, now will be a good time for short-term traders to make a profit. On the long-term horizon, it still makes
sense to hold out. To see this week's potential deals, check out stock picker's massive technology portfolio. -- Written by Jonas Hermerazi of Baltimore. RELATED LINKS:&gt;&gt;5 Stocks, Big Insider Buy&gt;&gt;5 High Yield Stocks become fans on Facebook by watching stock pickers on Twitter for Squeeze &gt;&gt;16 Breakout shares. At the time of publication, the author did not have a position in the
mentioned stock. Jonas El marraj is editor and portfolio manager of Rhino Stock Report, a free investment advisory that returned 15% in 2008. He has contributed to numerous financial outlets, including Forbes and Investpedia, and has been featured on Investor Business Daily, Consumer Digest and MSNBC.com. Sarah, who was published on October 23, 2020, is in her first year of junior high school.
Every day, when Sarah walks down the school hallway between classes in the morning, there is a group of girls who bully her out of her arms, push her, or throw away her books. I wonder what she did to value their meanness every day. She doesn't know a girl from a different elementary school.In the evening she lays on the bed and cries at the thought that she must encounter these girls in the hallway
the next day. Until Bill started calling Jeremy's name, Jeremy was on good company with Bill. At first, it began as if Bill was trying to get a laugh from the other boys on his soccer team. He'll make a joke of Jeremy to get a laugh from the other boys. He has been acting for weeks, but it is getting worse and Bill is now calling his name hurt Jeremy in their football practice every day. Jeremy is thinking about
quitting football because the situation got worse. Lenny was born with a birth defect. Her arm is malformed and she has only three fingers in one hand. She is in the first grade of elementary school. In her class, there is a little boy who make fun of her arm, mimics the movement of her arm, and shortens the effect of the arm whenever they are together and the teacher is not looking. Lenny cries at home
after school saying she doesn't want to go to school anymore. Her parents are bewildered because she has been begging her to go to school for years. Now that she's old enough to enter elementary school, she doesn't want to attend anymore just a month after school. Her parents don't know why she's upset and doesn't want to go to school. These are just three examples of bullying. Bullying can vary
greatly in behavior and context. Parents need to know the difference between bullying and a child is just a child. Bullying against bullying involves repeated actions that harm other children. For example, girls who constantly pick Sarah in the hallway are teasing her by throwing away her book, pushing her and pushing her every day. However, bullying is not necessarily physical. For example, in Jeremy's
situation, his teammate Bill is teasing him by repeatedly calling his name. StopBullying.gov is a U.S. government-sponsored website on bullying. This website provides a clear definition of bullying: bullying is undesirable and aggressive behavior among school-age children with real or perceived power imbalances. This behavior may repeat or repeat over time. Children who are being bullied or who bully
others may have serious and lasting problems. In order to be considered bullying, its actions must be offensive and include [power and repeated imbalances]. Power imbalances: Bullying children use their power to control and harm others, such as physical strength, access to embarrassing information, and popularity. Power imbalances can change in different situations over time, even if they involve the
same people. Repetition: Bullying behavior can occur more than once or more times. Bullying can include threats, spreading rumors, physical or verbal attacks, or deliberately excluding someone from a group. Bullying is an aggressive, mean, or undesirable behavior that occurs repeatedly.Children. Intervention bullying, especially for children, requires immediate intervention. If your child suddenly decides
that he or she doesn't want to go to school, or if he or she wants to quit, there should be a discussion. Sit down with your kids and ask them what's going on in their lives. Be considerate, understanding, and careful with your words and tone of voice so that your child can open it to you. Unless they open up to you and share what's going on in their lives, you'll never know if they're victims of bullying. Some
children are embarrassed by bullying and don't share it right away. Some people don't tell their parents for fear of being bullies. They are worried that, if they say, the bully's anger may get worse. This should be a concern for parents as well. Any intervention must be effective in removing the threat of bullies. If reporting the situation worsens the behavior of the bully, the intervention has failed. Consult school
leadership Parents should talk to school leadership such as teachers, counselors, principals, etc. when a bullying situation is happening. If bullying is happening at school, you need to be careful so that staff can intervene. Most schools have certain policies and protocols for dealing with bullies. Such things may include separating students so that they no longer interact. For example, in Lenny's situation, a
boy who made a lot of friends with her arm can move away from the school table they are currently sharing. He will be moved to another side of the classroom so that he can't easily communicate or make friends with Lenny. And the counselor told the boy how his behavior was hurting and why he shouldn't make a mistake. Teachers and principals need to perform results such as removal or suspension
from the class, and if he continues to act, it may be revealed to the student and his parents. In many cases, removing opportunities for students to interact is the best way to stop bullying. Bullying behavior is stopped if the bully does not have the opportunity to interact with or communicate with the victim. This is why bully parents often need to involve school staff (if it's happening at school). Parents have no
control over where students are sitting in the classroom. But schools can change where students sit in the classroom. Parents need to talk to schools about bullying so that appropriate interventions can be made, such as separate bullying from victims. Parents' parents speak for their children. If parents don't stand up to protect their children, they need to take information seriously when the situation of
bullying is revealed by the child. Unfortunately, many parents of bullies don't want to admit that their children are bullies. It can look and feel like they failed as parents. When a child is being bullied, the parentIt is only postponed to be kicked out by the bully's parents because of intervention. A bully's parent may claim that it is the fault of the other child or that the child is innocent. If possible, that's why
intervention should happen in schools. Bullying can leave mental and emotional scars, so parents must advocate protecting their children. The sooner you stop bullying, the better. Bullying can have a serious impact on the victims of bullying that can cause depression and anxiety. Continuous bullying can affect children mentally and emotionally in the long run. The Suicide Prevention Resource Center citing
research showing that both bullies and their victims are at increased risk of suicide. In recent years, suicide has increased among teens and early teens. Bullying, including cyber-bullying, is one of the main causes of the increase in suicide in our youth. The serious (sometimes fatal) effects of bullying should be considered by all parents. If a child comes up to reveal the situation of bullying, parents and
adults must intervene, affecting them or someone else. Schools are set up to implement policies and protocols to address these situations. The consequences of bullying can be very serious, and most schools have taken steps to enact bullying policies. Signs of bullying do not come up to tell parents that all children are being bullied. You should be aware of changes in children's behavior, such as
depression, anxiety, sadness, loss of interest in activities and school, sleep problems, lack of eating, irritability, and poor mood. If your child has shown any of these behaviors over a period of more than two weeks, it's time to talk to the child about what's going on in their lives. Parents who think bullying may be happening can generally talk to their children about bullying. Parents can explain what bullying is
like and set an example of what happened in their lives. They can explain that it's not the victim's fault. If you see other children being bullied or are being bullied, let them know that you need to tell them (preferably as a parent). When a child believes that conveying can help the situation, the child is more likely to talk about it. How to help your child If your child is being bullied, you can help them and you
need to help them. You can do it not only by intervention in the school, but also by helping to deal with the situation. The first step is to tell your child what's going on so that you can help with your strategy to stop bullying. You can't help them unless you know what's really going on. There are several ways you can help a child dealing with bullies: 1. If you are not exposed to bullies, advise them to avoid
bullying and bullying will often stop. This is why children are often separated and need school intervention for noIt has an interaction. If it is cyber-bullying (e.g., your child is being bullied on social media), they may need to block people who are teasing them or put their account on hold. 2. Walk away and advise many bullies who are not involved to thrive on the reaction. Reactions from people being bullied
stimulate their behavior. They may be doing it to make others laugh and do it to feel power against others. If the reaction from the person being bullied disappears, the bully may become less interested. You should advise your child not to get involved with bullies. Leaving without reacting is a good way to treat bullies. 3. Let them know that getting help is okay Children should feel the authority to get help
when they need it. For example, if Jeremy stays in football, the coach is told what's going on, and the bullying happens again, Jeremy should tell the coach. After practice, you can do it in secret, and if you can, you can talk to your coach during practice. If Jeremy needs intervention to stop Bill, he should ask for help when it happens. 4. Often bullies who build their confidence choose to tease someone
because they see that person as a weak or easy target. At other times, children are chosen because there is something different about them. It is important to increase your child's self-confidence and self-esteem and help them prepare to deal with future bullying. For example, if another child in next year's new class is made fun of Lenny's arm, she is ready to shut it down by protecting herself confidently
with calm words that prevent the child from making fun of her again. The situation is all different. But if your kids make them different or have something that stands out from others, they are ready to handle the situation better if they know in advance what to say to the person who chooses them for this difference. 5. Encourage children and youth to have positive friendships. This will help them live a
balanced and healthy life. Children without companion relationships or friendships are more likely to be targeted by bullies. Encourage your children to make friends with people who are positive and kind. Help your child develop these skills as well. If you can't make friends, you can't make friends. One of the worst things you can do when parents who are there for your child are being bullied is that they say
take it out tough or the child will be a child. Not taking their situation seriously and not helping them is making them fail. Parents should be willing to listen to their children and be ready to openly express things, as well as help their children. If your child comes to you to be bullied, take the situation seriously. The lasting impact of bullying is not something you want to deal with in the future. Please deal with
the situation in front of you so that bullying can be stoped today. PreparingTake serious action. If the principal of your school doesn't take the situation seriously, take it to the next level. Notify the board of education or school administrator about what's going on. Please keep the facts and let them know that you want them to stop bullying immediately. If the school does nothing and the bully continues to be a
threat to your child, you can prepare to remove the child from the situation or school to protect the child from harm. Above all, our job as parents is to protect our children. Bullying is not a once instance of a person saying mean things to your child. Bullying is a repeated act that harms children, both physically and verbally. Do not repeatedly harm children. If you know that bullying is happening, you need to
stop it immediately with appropriate intervention. If your child is being bullied and suffering from depression, anxiety, or other emotional confusion due to bullying, get additional help if necessary and they should get professional help. You can go to psychology today and enter your location to find a qualified therapist near you. You can also search by problem or age of treatment on this website. This will help
your child find a therapist near you who can help with a particular problem. Stompout Bullying is another website with additional support and information about bullying. They offer free chat lines to teens who are experienced bullying. If your teen has been bullied and needs additional support, check out their website today. The last thought bullying is a serious problem that should be addressed as soon as
possible, especially for children. If you don't act on it right away, it can bring long-term psychological and physical damage to your child. My main role as a parent is to protect my children from harm. This guide can help your child deal with bullies to get them out of harm. More Articles on Kids Bullying Featured Photo Credits: Annie Sprat via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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